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A CRITICAL STUDY OF KUVALAYANANDA OF APPAYYA DIKSHITA 

WITH TWO SANSKRIT COMMENTARIES. 

The work has been completed and contains 315 pages. 

Eventhough there are several Hindi and regional language editions of 

Kuvalayananda of Appayyadikshita are available, lack of Sanskrit commentaries 

block the reader’s interest to move deeper into the text. Hence it is very 

beneficial to publish a Sanskrit commentary of Kuvalayanada. Alankaracandrika 

of Vaidyanatha Suri is a very good and famous commentary on the entire text. 

But it is very difficult to understand because of itsparticular Navya Nyaya style. 

So far over 50 years this commentary has been out of print. Hence this 

commentary needed to be simplified. Fortunately, Sahridayatilakan K Rama 

Pisaroti of Keralal, a well known commentator of Kavya and Alankara texts, has 

wrotten a complete commentary called Balahrdya on the Alankaracandrika. 

The style and diction of  Balahridya is simple, yet scholarly. It simplifies the 

discussions made in Alankaracandrika. So as stated the study of Kuvalayananda 

based on Sanskrit language itself has become easier. Moreover the 

commentator of Balahridya, diplomatically displays his views on controversies 

and sometimes states his views without any fear or partiality. This is necessary 

for a higher text. 

Objectives attained 

1. The commentary called Alankarachandrika of Vaidyanath Suri was out of 

print for a long time. Now it has been digitalized and can be printed for 

the benefit of all graduate and post graduate students, teachers and 

research scholars. 

2. The commentary called Balahrdya of Sahrdayatilakan K Ramapisaroti is 

not published since the author completed if for over 70 years. Now this 

work has also been digitalized and can be published for the benefit of all 

graduate and post graduate students, teachers and research scholars. 

3. The main reason for the unavailability of Alankarachandrika commentary 

is because of its Navya Nyaya style which is difficult to understand. The 

Balahridya of Sahrdayatilakan K Ramapisaroti being a commentary on 



the Alankaracandrika simplifies this problem and the study of 

Alankarasastra became more easy.  

4. In Alankarachandrika several objections done against Kuvalayanada by 

Jagannatha Pandita, Who is considered as the last well known 

rhetorician are being criticized. This will help in conducting studies on 

post Jagannatha Sanskrit Rhetorics. 

5. Again in Balahrdya, these arguments are discussed in more simplified 

manner which will help studies in Sanskrit rhetorics. 

6. A brief study has been made on these arguments. 

7. A brief introduction has been made to familiarize the works of 

Appayyadikshita Vaidyanatha suri and Sahrdayatilakan Ramapisaroti. 

8. Citations of earlier rhetoricians are identified. 

9. Verses from earlier texts are identified. 

10. An index of verses has been done. 

11. An index of quotation has been done. 

12. An index of grammatical principles and peculiarities has been done. 

13. An index of wise sayings from these texts has been done. 

14. Has been successful in bringing forth a text which will promote further 

studies in the field of Sanskrit rhetorics. 


